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4. Eruptions in the solar atmosphere

What do non-LTE inversions tell us about flares in the upper
chromosphere?
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1Institute for Solar Physics, Dept. of Astronomy, Stockholm University

Solar fares have long been studied observationally and theoretically with radiation-MHD simulations.
However, both approaches have struggled to fully explain the observed line profiles in chromospheric
lines. In this talk we present and discuss time-series of 3D empirical models derived from non-LTE
inversions performed simultaneously in Ca II H&K, Ca II 8542 and, for some targets, including also
Mg II h&k from IRIS.

Previous studies involving depth-stratified inversions have focused in the Ca II 8542 line, that samples
the lower chromosphere. By including Ca II H&K and Mg II h&k we can reach the upper chromosphere,
and better constrain velocity and temperature gradients in the entire chromosphere.
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imaging data have limited spatial resolution. Flaring spectra of
He i D3 have been used in the context of measuring chromo-
spheric condensations (Shoji & Kurokawa 1995; Teriaca et al.
2003; Falchi et al. 2006) and helium abundance measurement
(Andretta et al. 2008).

In this paper, we show that He i D3 is an outstanding diag-
nostic to measure chromospheric velocities and to study chro-
mospheric condensation (downflows) and evaporation (upflows).
This flare phenomenon has received increased attention since
the launch of the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS,
De Pontieu et al. (2014)). Chromospheric condensations have
been studied using Mg ii h&k and the subordinate triplet, C ii
1330 Å and/or Si iv 1400 Å lines (Tian et al. 2014, 2015; Li
et al. 2015; Graham & Cauzzi 2015; Polito et al. 2016; Li et al.
2017; Brosius & Inglis 2017; Tei et al. 2018). Mostly strong
downflows have been measured with strengths varying between
10 � 80 km s�1. Blue assymmetries and upflows in Mg ii h&k
have been reported in certain cases (Kerr et al. 2015; Tei et al.
2018), reminiscent of blue asymmetries reported in H↵ and Ca ii
8542 Å (Canfield et al. 1990; Heinzel et al. 1994; Kuridze et al.
2015).

The di�culty with measuring upflows in H↵, Ca ii 8542 Å,
and Mg ii h&k is that these lines are optically thick, formed
in an extended range of photospheric to chromospheric heights
and often exhibit self-reversal in the line core. These properties
pose challenges to interpretation and modeling of the lines: blue
asymmetries can be either due to a velocity gradient including
upflows, or a redshift in the layer where the line core is formed,
so that the blue wing is enhanced. This type of ambiguity is abs-
cent in the He i D3 line, which is generally formed in a thin layer
in the upper chromosphere and usually (but not always) either in
complete emission or absorption. In those cases, the interpreta-
tion of the velocity is very straightforward, where redshift simply
corresponds to downflows and blueshift to upflows.

In recent years, time-dependent 1D-modeling of the flaring
atmosphere has been conducted with use of the RADYN code
and chromospheric radiative diagnostics can be synthesized (e.g.
Allred et al. 2005, 2015; Kerr et al. 2016; Rubio da Costa et al.
2016; Kowalski et al. 2017a; Rubio da Costa & Kleint 2017).
We suggest that synthesizing He i D3 (and He i 10830 Å) would
be a great addition to constrain the flaring atmosphere in such
models.

To summarize, this study focusses on obtaining chromo-
spheric magnetic field and velocity maps, and examins chromo-
spheric condensations in more detail. The outline of the paper
is the following: Sec. 2 describes the flare and the observations
with SST/CRISP, Sec. 3 gives a detailed description of the clas-
sification and inversion methods used in this paper, Sec. 4 de-
scribes the main results, followed by a discussion in Sec. 5 where
the results are put in context of the current literature. A summary
and conclusions are given in Sec. 6.

2. Observations and data overview

2.1. Event overview

The current work focusses on a C3.6 GOES-class flare which
occured on 2015-05-05 in AR 12335. This active region turned
around the east limb on 2015-04-30 containing several small
sunspots and pores. In the subsequent days, AR 12335 grew in
size, number of sunspots and complexity. Fig. 1 shows AR 12335
at the time of two flares: a C6.6 GOES-class flare and the sub-
ject of this study: a C3.6 class flare. The red arrows in panel
a) of Fig. 1 indicate areas where substantial flux emergence on

Fig. 1: Overview of AR 12335. Left column: a C6.6 class flare
preceding the flare studied in this paper, shown at its peak time.
Right column: the C3.6 class flare, shown at its peak time. The
SST field of view is given in red and green squares. The direc-
tion of disk centre (DC) is indicated in panel a) with a black ar-
row. The red arrows in panel a) show regions of previous flux
emergence in the AR. The data is taken from SDO/HMI and
SDO/AIA, with the wavelength band shown in the upper right
corner of each panel.

2015-05-03 and 2015-05-04 has formed developing and unorga-
nized sunspots. AR 12335 showed high levels of flaring activity
between 2015-04-30 and 2015-05-07.

Fig. 2 displays GOES light curves for 2015-05-05. The lower
panel of Fig. 2 zooms in on the C3.6 GOES-class flare at coor-
dinates x = �30000, y = �19000 with a heliocentric viewing angle
of µ = 0.93. The flare started at 11:55 and lasted for 5 minutes
with a peak time at 11:581.

2.2. SST observation

The lower panel of Fig. 2 indicates the time interval for which
we have obtained data from the Swedish 1-m Solar Telescope
(SST, Scharmer et al. 2003) on La Palma, employing the CRisp

1 According to http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/latest_events_
archive/events_summary/2015/05/05/gev_20150505_1155/index.
html
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Fig. 2: Time evolution of the X-ray flux as measured by the
GOES satellite in channel 1.0�8.0 Å (red) and 0.5�4.0 Å (blue).
The upper panel shows the X-ray flux for the entire day 2015-
05-05. The lower panel focusses on the C3.6 class flare in AR
12335. The blue area indicates the time of SST observation. The
black vertical lines show the times of the three scans that we
have used in our inversions, referred to as tpre, tpeak and tpost.

Imaging SpectroPolarimeter (CRISP, Scharmer et al. 2008). The
observing sequence consisted of 16 wavelength positions sam-
pling the He i D3 line with polarimetry: � = [-0.660, -0.462,
-0.264, -0.198, -0.132, -0.066, 0, 0.066, 0.132, 0.198, 0.264,
0.363, 0.495, 0.693, 0.891, 1.254] Å. The spectral resolution of
SST/CRISP at 5876 Å equals R = 110 000. The FWHM of the
transmission profile at 5876 Å is �� = 0.052 Å. We have sam-
pled the line core of the He i D3 with 0.066 Å intervals so we
did not critically sample the line, which would need intervals of
0.026 Å.

Between 11:57 and 12:01, a total of 15 scans were taken with
a cadence of 15 s, covering the peak time of the flare. The ob-
servations were taken in order to test the He i D3 pre-filter at the
SST for the first time, explaining why the observing sequence
contains only one spectral line and why the time span is only 3
min 45 s. For the inversions, we have focused on three time steps
referred to as tpre, tpeak and tpost (see Fig. 2). We do not have any
pre-flare or post-flare observations, tpre and tpost refer to pre-peak
and post-peak of the flare.

The data have been reduced with the CRISPRED pipeline
described in de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2015). The flatfield
images are used without correction for the cavity error, due to
the absence of He i D3 signal in the quiet sun where the flats
are taken. The other reduction steps were standard such as the
application of image restoration with Multi-Object Multi-Frame
Blind Deconvolution (MOMFBD, van Noort et al. 2005).

Since the polarimetric signal is close to the noise level for
many pixels, we corrected carefully for cross-talk, telluric blends
and pre-filter imprint. The final data after all corrections is shown
in Fig. 3 for t = 11:58:23 UT at � = �0.132 Å. There is a detec-
tion of signal in all Stokes parameters in at least some parts of
the flare. The noise level is estimated at 4 · 10�3.

2.3. Context data of SDO

Data from the the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA, Lemen
et al. 2012) and the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI,
Schou et al. 2012) on board of the Solar Dynamics Observa-
tory (SDO) were used for context. We have aligned the nearest-
neighbour-in-time images of SDO with each SST scan, using
some of the routines of Rob Rutten. The original pixel scale of
SDO has been preserved.

Unfortunately, neither RHESSI, IRIS nor Hinode have ob-
served this event.

3. Data analysis

3.1. k-NN clustering

We have applied a k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm to
classify the profiles into three clusters: the background He i
D3 signal which does not correspond to the flaring region, an
emission cluster and an absorption cluster. The k-NN clustering
algorithm has been successfully used by Drews & Rouppe van
der Voort (2017) to automatically detect superpenumbral micro-
jets in large datasets and we refer the reader to this paper for a
detailed description and background on the k-NN algorithm.

Only one loop over the dataset is required to cluster every
profile. The result is shown as red and green contours in Fig. 3.
83.4% of the profiles are classified as background, 16.2% as ab-
sorption and 0.4% as emission. An estimated 0.05% of the pro-
files in the scan show both emission and absorption components
but we have chosen not to classify those seperately. Therefore,
those profiles get classified according to the cluster that contains
the most similar seed profiles.

Generally speaking, the k-NN clustering is successfull at dis-
tinguishing between background and flare profiles, with some
exceptions for e.g. a fibril at x = 2300, y = 1000 and a small
sunspot at x = 4000, y = 200. The background He i D3 profiles
have a mean intensity of 0.95Ic in the line core and no detectable
polarimetric signal.

3.2. Inversions with HAZEL

3.2.1. Signal-to-noise and inversion strategy

In order to infer the magnetic field configuration and thermody-
namic parameters of the flare, we fit the He iD3 profiles using the
Hazel inversion code (Asensio Ramos et al. 2008). The largest
challenge to overcome is the fitting of low signal-to-noise Stokes
profiles.

We have conducted several experiments with rebinning and
time-averaging. We have run inversions on the data with the orig-
inal SST pixel scale, on the data after spatial binning of 2 ⇥ 2
pixels and on the data after spatial binning of 4 ⇥ 4 pixels in
combination with time-averaging of four time-steps (60 s). The
results are shown in Fig. 4. Here, we do not focus on the scien-
tific content of the maps, but on the noise and the di↵erence be-
tween binned and non-binned cases. As expected, the case with
4 ⇥ 4 pixel rebinning and time-averaging resulted in the clean-
est maps. However, even the map at the original SST pixel scale
is acceptably clean and shows the same large-scale variation as
the rebinned cases. The fact that the retrieved physical parame-
ters are very similar in all three cases encourages our trust in the
inversion results obtained with Hazel. It might be somewhat sur-
prising that time-averaging does not introduce larger di↵erences
in the obtained maps as compared to single time-steps. However,
the He i D3 absorption structure does not exhibit quick temporal
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ity gradients. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, these e↵ects are fitted in
Hazel by increasing the Doppler broadening parameter.

Since locations of high Doppler broadening are indicating
locations of “unmodeled” physics, it is clear that we are not cap-
turing all information present in the data, especially at tpre. We
had already suggested that the absorption profiles often show
evidence of a redshifted velocity component along the line-of-
sight, mostly present at the early times of the flare. However,
the spectral sampling and spectral coverage of the data in com-
bination with the signal-to-noise of the data, does not allow us
to unambiguously include a second component in the inversions
without the introduction of to many free parameters and hence
strong degeneracy of the results. We also observe that high val-
ues of Doppler broadening seem to correlate with high values
for the LOS velocity, which is not surprising if we interpret high
Doppler broadening as likely locations of velocity gradients.

The maps for the line-of-sight velocity in Fig. 13 reveal a
complex velocity field for the flare structure. Several locations
exhibit strongly redshifted profiles corresponding to downflows
along the LOS of the order of ⇠ 30–40 km s�1. A strong down-
flow at x = 3000, y = 2500 is located right next to the largest and
brightest emission kernel (shown in panel a–i of Fig. 9). This
connects to our interpration of the emission kernels as the foot-
points of the flare, exhibiting large downflows. Paragraph 4.1
also discussed those downflows causing shocks in the lower at-
mosphere at the location of the emission kernels. The measured
velocity map is consistent with those findings.

We also measure strong downflows at x = 2800, y = 1200 and
x = 3500, y = 1500 in the “top” part of the Ei↵el tower structure
where loops connect outside the SST field of view. Note that at
the same location, the hot SDO/AIA channels exhibit a plasma
flow from the reconnection site towards the “top” footpoint at
x = 2100, y = �700. We cannot measure the line-of-sight veloc-
ity for SDO/AIA but likely, those observed hot plasma flows
would yield positive line-of-sight velocities, hence upflows to-
wards the observer. Observing simultaneous upflows in hot lines
and downflows in cool lines is a signature of explosive chromo-
spheric evaporation.

The bulk of the loop structure is stationary to weakly
blueshifted with velocities between �15 and 0 km s�1. The mea-
sured velocities are strongest in the first two time steps and are
decreasing towards tpost, as is the intensity of the observed pro-
files.

4.4. Maps of the magnetic field

Emission profiles As discussed in detail in Sec. 3.2.3, the He i
D3 emission profiles exhibit strong and asymmetric Stokes V
profiles. Those can be fitted using two components along the line
of sight with di↵erent vLOS and B. The magnetic field strength in
the emission kernels of He i D3 and surroundings has large val-
ues for B of up to 2500 G, see Fig. 14. In fact, when increasing
the fitting boundaries of Hazel to e.g. 5000 G, magnetic field
strenghts between 2500–5000 G are found as well. However, we
apply Occam’s razor and set the boundary to the lowest value
required to fit the strong Stokes V profiles. Considering that the
formation height of the emission kernels is probably located in
the low chromosphere to even photosphere, and considering that
we are located above pores and a forming penumbral area, high
values for the magnetic field are perhaps to be expected. The
measured values are substantially higher than in SDO/HMI (see
Fig. 15) but that could be due to the major di↵erence in spatial
resolution and the di↵erences between the spatial PSF of SST
and SDO.

Fig. 13: Inversion results of the thermodynamic parameters: the
Doppler broadening vDopp (left column) and the line-of-sight ve-
locity vLOS (right column). The three rows represent three dif-
ferent time steps: tpre, tpeak and tpost. The black contours indi-
cate the locations of the He i D3 emission profiles. The emission
profiles have been inverted using two components, of which the
redshifted component is shown here.

We compared the magnetic field in the flare footpoints be-
tween the stationary to modestly blueshifted velocity component
and redshifted velocity component of the emission profiles (we
refer to them as blue and red components onwards). We found
that the blue component has on average a more vertical mag-
netic field. The inclination angle of the blue component peaks
around ✓B ⇠ 30° and ✓B ⇠ �150° while for the red component
most profiles have a horizontal magnetic field with ✓B ⇠ 90°.
The blue component has a magnetic field that is on average 430
G stronger than the red component, at least at times tpre and tpeak.
The reason that Hazel inverted the red component with a lower
and more horizontal magnetic field might be partially due to the
fact that we excluded two red wing wavelength points from the
fit. There seems to be evidence of polarimetric signal, also for the
red component, but we do not have the spectral sampling in order
to be able to fit this signal. Another reason that the blue compo-
nent might have a more vertical magnetic field is that this com-
ponent is e↵ectively formed at lower height in the atmosphere
than the red component. This is consistent with our interpreta-
tion of a downflow impacting the deep atmosphere, see Sec. 4.1
and with our interpretation of the emission kernels as flare foot-
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ity gradients. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, these e↵ects are fitted in
Hazel by increasing the Doppler broadening parameter.

Since locations of high Doppler broadening are indicating
locations of “unmodeled” physics, it is clear that we are not cap-
turing all information present in the data, especially at tpre. We
had already suggested that the absorption profiles often show
evidence of a redshifted velocity component along the line-of-
sight, mostly present at the early times of the flare. However,
the spectral sampling and spectral coverage of the data in com-
bination with the signal-to-noise of the data, does not allow us
to unambiguously include a second component in the inversions
without the introduction of to many free parameters and hence
strong degeneracy of the results. We also observe that high val-
ues of Doppler broadening seem to correlate with high values
for the LOS velocity, which is not surprising if we interpret high
Doppler broadening as likely locations of velocity gradients.

The maps for the line-of-sight velocity in Fig. 13 reveal a
complex velocity field for the flare structure. Several locations
exhibit strongly redshifted profiles corresponding to downflows
along the LOS of the order of ⇠ 30–40 km s�1. A strong down-
flow at x = 3000, y = 2500 is located right next to the largest and
brightest emission kernel (shown in panel a–i of Fig. 9). This
connects to our interpration of the emission kernels as the foot-
points of the flare, exhibiting large downflows. Paragraph 4.1
also discussed those downflows causing shocks in the lower at-
mosphere at the location of the emission kernels. The measured
velocity map is consistent with those findings.

We also measure strong downflows at x = 2800, y = 1200 and
x = 3500, y = 1500 in the “top” part of the Ei↵el tower structure
where loops connect outside the SST field of view. Note that at
the same location, the hot SDO/AIA channels exhibit a plasma
flow from the reconnection site towards the “top” footpoint at
x = 2100, y = �700. We cannot measure the line-of-sight veloc-
ity for SDO/AIA but likely, those observed hot plasma flows
would yield positive line-of-sight velocities, hence upflows to-
wards the observer. Observing simultaneous upflows in hot lines
and downflows in cool lines is a signature of explosive chromo-
spheric evaporation.

The bulk of the loop structure is stationary to weakly
blueshifted with velocities between �15 and 0 km s�1. The mea-
sured velocities are strongest in the first two time steps and are
decreasing towards tpost, as is the intensity of the observed pro-
files.

4.4. Maps of the magnetic field

Emission profiles As discussed in detail in Sec. 3.2.3, the He i
D3 emission profiles exhibit strong and asymmetric Stokes V
profiles. Those can be fitted using two components along the line
of sight with di↵erent vLOS and B. The magnetic field strength in
the emission kernels of He i D3 and surroundings has large val-
ues for B of up to 2500 G, see Fig. 14. In fact, when increasing
the fitting boundaries of Hazel to e.g. 5000 G, magnetic field
strenghts between 2500–5000 G are found as well. However, we
apply Occam’s razor and set the boundary to the lowest value
required to fit the strong Stokes V profiles. Considering that the
formation height of the emission kernels is probably located in
the low chromosphere to even photosphere, and considering that
we are located above pores and a forming penumbral area, high
values for the magnetic field are perhaps to be expected. The
measured values are substantially higher than in SDO/HMI (see
Fig. 15) but that could be due to the major di↵erence in spatial
resolution and the di↵erences between the spatial PSF of SST
and SDO.

Fig. 13: Inversion results of the thermodynamic parameters: the
Doppler broadening vDopp (left column) and the line-of-sight ve-
locity vLOS (right column). The three rows represent three dif-
ferent time steps: tpre, tpeak and tpost. The black contours indi-
cate the locations of the He i D3 emission profiles. The emission
profiles have been inverted using two components, of which the
redshifted component is shown here.

We compared the magnetic field in the flare footpoints be-
tween the stationary to modestly blueshifted velocity component
and redshifted velocity component of the emission profiles (we
refer to them as blue and red components onwards). We found
that the blue component has on average a more vertical mag-
netic field. The inclination angle of the blue component peaks
around ✓B ⇠ 30° and ✓B ⇠ �150° while for the red component
most profiles have a horizontal magnetic field with ✓B ⇠ 90°.
The blue component has a magnetic field that is on average 430
G stronger than the red component, at least at times tpre and tpeak.
The reason that Hazel inverted the red component with a lower
and more horizontal magnetic field might be partially due to the
fact that we excluded two red wing wavelength points from the
fit. There seems to be evidence of polarimetric signal, also for the
red component, but we do not have the spectral sampling in order
to be able to fit this signal. Another reason that the blue compo-
nent might have a more vertical magnetic field is that this com-
ponent is e↵ectively formed at lower height in the atmosphere
than the red component. This is consistent with our interpreta-
tion of a downflow impacting the deep atmosphere, see Sec. 4.1
and with our interpretation of the emission kernels as flare foot-
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Fig. 14: Inversion results of the magnetic field with respectively from left to right: the magnetic field value B, the inclination ✓B, the
azimuth �B, the vertical magnetic field B · cos ✓B and the vertical magnetic field with arrows overplotting the azimuth direction. The
three rows represent three di↵erent time steps, top to bottom: tpre, tpeak and tpost. The black contours indicate the emission profiles.
The emission profiles have been inverted using two components, of which the blue component is shown here.

Fig. 15: Comparison of the Stokes V component of the He i
D3 line, the vertical magnetic field as obtained from Hazel and
the line-of-sight magnetic field as given by SDO/HMI.

could be because the He i D3 is not sensitive to the cool temper-
atures (104 K) of said layer.

Figure 16 proposes a qualitative scenario to give a possi-
ble explanation for our He i D3 observations. The first step of
this scenario displays a classic electron bombardment with non-
thermal electrons causing a hot temperature plug in the mid-
chromosphere. We do not comment here on the electron ac-
celeration mechanism or the heating mechanism since detailed
modeling should decide which mechanism is compatible with
our He i D3 observations. The following time step shows typ-
ical chromospheric evaporations and condensations. Chromo-
spheric evaporation corresponds to upflows of up to �200 km s�1

which are observed in hot lines (e.g. Fe xxi by Graham & Cauzzi
2015). Chromospheric condensation is observed as downflows
of the order of 50 km s�1 in cool chromospheric lines and in the
redshifted component of He i D3 . The third time step displays
our proposed mechanism in which the chromospheric conden-
sations compress the deep chromosphere, causing a shock. Sub-
sequently, this layer might get heated and will “bounce back”
with a modest velocity of ⇠ �5km s�1 when the chromospheric
condensations have decreased in velocity. The layer in which the
shock is caused could then explain the observed broadened, en-
hanced and stationary to modestly blueshifted component in our
He i D3 profiles.

A similar though not exactly equal scenario has been pro-
posed by Kowalski et al. (2017a) to explain white light and NUV
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Fig. 8: Some examples of the quality of the fits to the Stokes parameters of the He i D3 absorption profiles. Black diamonds
indicate the observed wavelength points, the black line connects the observed points and the red line indicates the fitted result. The
greyshaded area marks the area that is excluded from the inversions.

Fig. 9: Zoom on the two largest He i D3 emission kernels in the data at three di↵erent time steps tpre,tpre +30s and tpeak . An image in
the He i D3 line core an at a redshifted wavelength point of �� = 890 mÅ is shown. Co-aligned SDO 1700 Å images are shown as
well, with the original pixel scale preserved. The red plus marks in panels b, e and h correspond to the profiles displayed in Fig. 11.
The solid line contours in the images at the He i D3 red wing show an intensity threshold in that image. The same contours are
overplotted as dashed lines in the He i D3 line core images and in panels h and q to demonstrate a time and space lag.
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Fig. 7: Inversion results for the test cases shown in boldface in Table 2 for a model using two slabs in Hazel. The observational data
is shown as a black line. Diamonds show the wavelength sampling of the observation. The green, red and blue lines correspond to
the fits obtained using the di↵erent upper values for the magnetic field Bmax and di↵erent values for the atomic orientation defined

by J̄1
0

J0
0
. The value for atomic orientation is given by a superscript to Bmax.

the longitudinal Zeeman e↵ect, but the quality of the fits is hard
to judge due to the high noise level. For Stokes V, we claim that
we fit the polarity of the field correctly and that we obtain an
order of magnitude estimate for the magnetic field strength. The
azimuth is mostly determined by the measurement of the loop
orientation. The inverted map of the azimuth is quite similar to
the input, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, we only claim to have
found a solution that is consistent with the Stokes Q and U signal
within the noise level. We do not use the magnetic field azimuth
for the interpretation of our results.

3.2.5. Coordinate system of Hazel

The coordinate system of Hazel is set up with respect to the
local vertical, which is the natural coordinate frame for using
slab geometry and calculating the Hanle e↵ect. The angles ✓B
and �B that we obtain from the inversions are the angles between
the magnetic field vector and the local vertical (See Fig. 1 of
Asensio Ramos et al. 2008). ✓ is the heliocentric angle between
the local vertical and the line of sight.

For a conversion, we need to express the magnetic field vec-
tor in the line-of-sight reference frame [e0x, e0y, e0z] in terms of in-
verted angles ✓B, �B and the heliocentric angle ✓:

BLOS = B [ (sin ✓B cos �B cos ✓ � cos ✓B sin ✓) e0x
+ (sin ✓B sin �B) e0y
+ (sin ✓B cos �B sin ✓ + cos ✓B cos ✓) e0z ] . (2)

4. Results

4.1. Description of He i D3 signal and line formation

Emission profiles The brightest He i D3 features are the emis-
sion kernels in the flare, see the red contours in Fig. 3. The two
largest emission kernels are located at coordinates x = 2800,y =
2500 and at x = 2700,y = 3000. Both kernels have a diagonal of
around ' 300 along their longest axis.

A zoom of the two emission kernels is shown in Fig. 9
for three di↵erent time steps. Figure 9 demonstrates that the
emission kernels move with apparent plane-of-the-sky veloci-
ties of 10–20 km s�1. The two kernels are located at opposite
sides of the polarity inversion line (PIL). The largest emission
kernel shown in panels a–i of Fig. 9 moves in a parallel direc-
tion along the PIL while the emission kernel shown in panels
j–r moves perpendicularly away from the PIL. Co-spatially with
He i D3 emission, we observe strong brightenings in the SDO
1700 Å channel of up to a factor seven times the mean intensity
of the SDO 1700 Å channel in a quiet area in the FOV. The He i
D3 emission kernels coincide one-to-one with the strong bright-
nenings in the SDO 1700 Å channel, demonstrated by the red
contours in Fig. 10.

The emission kernels are locations of chromospheric con-
densations, which we discuss in Sec. 4.2. We interpret the He i
D3 emission kernels as the locations of the flare footpoints, de-
fined by non-thermal electrons emitting Bremsstrahlung in hard
X-rays (HXR). Those non-thermal electrons might be populat-
ing the He i D3 levels via direct collisional excitation and/or
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Fig. 11: Time evolution of the Stokes I and Stokes V parameter of the He i D3 profile in three pixels, indicated by red plusses in
Fig. 9. The diamonds correspond to the wavelength points measured in our observation.

Fig. 12: Time evolution of the chromospheric condensations,
measured by Hazel. The time bin is 15s, corresponding to the
observed cadence. Each time bin is normalized to its maximum
value. We show the line-of-sight velocity vLOS (top left), the
magnetic field strength B (top right), the Doppler broadening
vDop (bottom left) and the continuum corrected intensity of the
profile I/Icont (bottom right).

The decay time of the chromospheric condensations is
around t ' 60 s during which the line-of-sight velocity dimin-
ishes from ⇠ 60 km s�1 to ⇠ 5 km s�1. The presence of the sec-
ond blueshifted component is striking in this diagram as well: on
average its LOS velocity is around ⇠ �5 km s�1. The blueshifted
component becomes much more pronounced at t = 15 s, one
time step after the largest chromospheric condensations are mea-

sured, suggesting that the chromospheric condensations cause
the observed upflows.

No time-evolution of the magnetic field is obvious from
Fig. 12. The observed variation of Stokes V is caused by the
intensity evolution of Stokes I and not by the evolution of the
magnetic field. We measure very strong values of up to B ⇠ 2500
G at the locations of the He i D3 emission (see Sec. 4.4 for a dis-
cussion). The somewhat discrete appearance of the value for B
is caused by the use of the DIRECT fitting algorithm in Hazel
(see Asensio Ramos et al. 2008 for a description of the DIRECT
algorithm).

The Doppler broadening shows a similar but noisier time
evolution to the line-of-sight velocity and is also suggestive of
two components: one broad component with vDop ' 15 km s�1

and one component with vDop ' 8 km s�1. However, one should
not interpret the Doppler broadening parameter too literal. Since
we are performing constant slab inversions with Hazel, the
Doppler broadening parameter is used by the code to attempt to
fit any unmodeled e↵ects: velocity gradients, multiple line com-
ponents, combination of emission and absorption profiles and
any type of broadening that is not necessarily related to Doppler
motions. In our case, the broadened appearance of the redshifted
component is likely caused by a combination of velocity gradi-
ents, macroscopic turbulence and thermal Doppler motions.

4.3. Maps of thermodynamic parameters

Figure 13 shows the inversion results of the thermodynamic pa-
rameters the Doppler broadening vDop and the line-of-sight ve-
locity vLOS.

At tpre, the Doppler broadening is clearly a lot larger in many
locations in the flare than in tpeak and tpost. At tpre, more profiles
are selected by the kNN-algorithm to be part of the flare. This
is in small part due to worse seeing at tpre, but mostly due to in-
trinsic properties of the plasma. More pixels in the FOV show
substantial He i D3 opacity at tpre and the profiles are generally
speaking much more complex at tpre in comparison to tpeak and
tpost. There is evidence multiple velocity components and veloc-
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Fig. 11: Time evolution of the Stokes I and Stokes V parameter of the He i D3 profile in three pixels, indicated by red plusses in
Fig. 9. The diamonds correspond to the wavelength points measured in our observation.

Fig. 12: Time evolution of the chromospheric condensations,
measured by Hazel. The time bin is 15s, corresponding to the
observed cadence. Each time bin is normalized to its maximum
value. We show the line-of-sight velocity vLOS (top left), the
magnetic field strength B (top right), the Doppler broadening
vDop (bottom left) and the continuum corrected intensity of the
profile I/Icont (bottom right).

The decay time of the chromospheric condensations is
around t ' 60 s during which the line-of-sight velocity dimin-
ishes from ⇠ 60 km s�1 to ⇠ 5 km s�1. The presence of the sec-
ond blueshifted component is striking in this diagram as well: on
average its LOS velocity is around ⇠ �5 km s�1. The blueshifted
component becomes much more pronounced at t = 15 s, one
time step after the largest chromospheric condensations are mea-

sured, suggesting that the chromospheric condensations cause
the observed upflows.

No time-evolution of the magnetic field is obvious from
Fig. 12. The observed variation of Stokes V is caused by the
intensity evolution of Stokes I and not by the evolution of the
magnetic field. We measure very strong values of up to B ⇠ 2500
G at the locations of the He i D3 emission (see Sec. 4.4 for a dis-
cussion). The somewhat discrete appearance of the value for B
is caused by the use of the DIRECT fitting algorithm in Hazel
(see Asensio Ramos et al. 2008 for a description of the DIRECT
algorithm).

The Doppler broadening shows a similar but noisier time
evolution to the line-of-sight velocity and is also suggestive of
two components: one broad component with vDop ' 15 km s�1

and one component with vDop ' 8 km s�1. However, one should
not interpret the Doppler broadening parameter too literal. Since
we are performing constant slab inversions with Hazel, the
Doppler broadening parameter is used by the code to attempt to
fit any unmodeled e↵ects: velocity gradients, multiple line com-
ponents, combination of emission and absorption profiles and
any type of broadening that is not necessarily related to Doppler
motions. In our case, the broadened appearance of the redshifted
component is likely caused by a combination of velocity gradi-
ents, macroscopic turbulence and thermal Doppler motions.

4.3. Maps of thermodynamic parameters

Figure 13 shows the inversion results of the thermodynamic pa-
rameters the Doppler broadening vDop and the line-of-sight ve-
locity vLOS.

At tpre, the Doppler broadening is clearly a lot larger in many
locations in the flare than in tpeak and tpost. At tpre, more profiles
are selected by the kNN-algorithm to be part of the flare. This
is in small part due to worse seeing at tpre, but mostly due to in-
trinsic properties of the plasma. More pixels in the FOV show
substantial He i D3 opacity at tpre and the profiles are generally
speaking much more complex at tpre in comparison to tpeak and
tpost. There is evidence multiple velocity components and veloc-
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Fig. 8: Some examples of the quality of the fits to the Stokes parameters of the He i D3 absorption profiles. Black diamonds
indicate the observed wavelength points, the black line connects the observed points and the red line indicates the fitted result. The
greyshaded area marks the area that is excluded from the inversions.

Fig. 9: Zoom on the two largest He i D3 emission kernels in the data at three di↵erent time steps tpre,tpre +30s and tpeak . An image in
the He i D3 line core an at a redshifted wavelength point of �� = 890 mÅ is shown. Co-aligned SDO 1700 Å images are shown as
well, with the original pixel scale preserved. The red plus marks in panels b, e and h correspond to the profiles displayed in Fig. 11.
The solid line contours in the images at the He i D3 red wing show an intensity threshold in that image. The same contours are
overplotted as dashed lines in the He i D3 line core images and in panels h and q to demonstrate a time and space lag.
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Fig. 8: Some examples of the quality of the fits to the Stokes parameters of the He i D3 absorption profiles. Black diamonds
indicate the observed wavelength points, the black line connects the observed points and the red line indicates the fitted result. The
greyshaded area marks the area that is excluded from the inversions.

Fig. 9: Zoom on the two largest He i D3 emission kernels in the data at three di↵erent time steps tpre,tpre +30s and tpeak . An image in
the He i D3 line core an at a redshifted wavelength point of �� = 890 mÅ is shown. Co-aligned SDO 1700 Å images are shown as
well, with the original pixel scale preserved. The red plus marks in panels b, e and h correspond to the profiles displayed in Fig. 11.
The solid line contours in the images at the He i D3 red wing show an intensity threshold in that image. The same contours are
overplotted as dashed lines in the He i D3 line core images and in panels h and q to demonstrate a time and space lag.
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Fig. 16: A schematic view of a scenario that could possibly explain our observed He i D3 profiles during chromospheric conden-
sations at flare footpoints. First, an electron bombardment causes a hot temperature plug in the mid-chromosphere. Subsequently
chromospheric evaporation and condensation are present. The chromospheric condensations hit the stationary deep chromosphere,
compressing it and causing a shock. The shocked layer gets heated and will eventually bounce back.

emission at flare footpoints. He i D3 emission has been found to
bare a spatio-temporal coincidence with white light and Balmer
continuum emission in flares (Zirin 1980; Zirin & Neidig 1981).
Therefore, it might be plausible that He i D3 and white light in
flares are emitted in the same layer in the atmosphere, or caused
by a common physical mechanism. Perhaps the scenario pro-
posed in Fig. 16 could serve as a qualitative attempt to find com-
mon physical ground for He i D3 and white light emission. Fur-
ther investigation is certainly worthwhile and would be served
well by co-observations of He i D3 and the NUV with e.g. IRIS.

In any case, the fact that we observe so clearly the impact of
the downflows on the deep chromosphere is unique and a strong
argument in favor of observing He i D3 and He i 10830 Å during
flares when one is interested at studying the chromosphere. He i
D3 is formed in a layer where both downflows and modest up-
flows happen, rendering the line invaluable to test di↵erent mod-
els for heating transport and electron acceleration. Kerr et al.
(2016) have for example modelled the Mg ii k and the Ca ii 8542
Å lines in two di↵erent models for chromsopheric heating dur-
ing flares. We suspect the He i D3 line to be an extremely useful
addition to this set of diagnostics.

5.3. Chromospheric inversions in flares

The number of studies providing chromospheric velocity and
magnetic field maps of flares is limited. Sasso et al. (2014)
have inverted an activated filament during a flare using spectro-
polarimetric observations of the He i 10830 Å line using Helix
(Lagg et al. 2004; Lagg 2007). They obtained magnetic field and
velocity maps that are comparable to our results. The velocities
range from �20–50 km s�1 and show similar behaviour as in our
observation: more redshifted towards the edges of the structure
while the bulk of the absorption is moving upwards. The mag-

netic field map shows values between B ' 0–500 G, also similar
to our results. Sasso et al. (2014) however do not measure the
high values for the magnetic field of up to ⇠ 2500 G. One of the
reasons might be that they excluded emission profiles from their
inversions (Sasso et al. 2011).

It is more di�cult to compare inversion results originating
from Ca ii 8542 Å observations. The line has a di↵erent appear-
ance in flares as compared to He i D3 so the maps look sub-
stantially di↵erent as well. The LOS velocity map of Kuridze
et al. (2017) shows downflows in the flare ribbons of around
' 15 km s�1. However, the rest of the flaring structure also ex-
hibits mostly weak downflows as measured via the Ca ii 8542
Å line. The LOS velocity map shown in Kuridze et al. (2018)
mostly harbours weak upflows in the ribbon area. The longitudi-
nal magnetic field has values of up to ' 1500 G. The obtained
maps via Ca ii 8542 Å have a substantially noisier appearance
compared to ours. This might be caused my many things: dif-
ferences in polarimetric signal-to-noise, He i D3 does not have
a self reversal so it is easier to measure velocities, and NICOLE
performs node-based inversions while Hazel uses constant slabs.

Kleint (2017) has used the weak field approximation for
Ca ii 8542 Å to estimate chromospheric magnetic field changes
in an X-class flare. The chromospheric magnetogram also ex-
hibits some strong magnetic field of up to ' 1500 G. She mostly
measures magnetic field changes in the chromosphere near flare
footpoints, in agreement with our observations. The lack of time-
evolution in the flaring loops could actually mean that the mag-
netic field is rather stationary in that area. Other possible rea-
sons are that the change in magnetic field due to reconnection
has already taken place by the time this observation started, or
the height at which the field changes in not sampled by the He i
D3 line, or our inversion results are not su�ciently precise to
catch any magnetic field changes.
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